
Hank! 

I have this super idea involving RaPower3 that I believe we can turn into a tipping 
point that involves a 66% ROI in 6 months for people with money that's coming due 
on CDs and they are looking for a ways to make money in this dragging economy. 

I have the idea and the access to the technology & hardware you have the access to 
the folks that have the money burning a whole in their pockets. 

End result is that investors can take $600K and turn it into $MK of tax credits in less 
than six months. How this is done is just details . 

But you probably want to hear them. 

A R.E.C. LLC. (CO-OP type Venture) is formed; actually numerous ones are formed. 
We make the prototype work, then we can duplicate it dozens & dozens of times 
which will lead us to move from $Million deals to $Billion deals. 

Interested? 

Let's meet Monday to 'paint the picture' and start working out the details. 

I have the connections to make this work. You have connections with people who 
have the money & want to make more money that can put in what we need to make 
it all happen. ~ - · 

Multiple applications. 

I would rather do it with you because we have developed a "History" & you are a 
RaPower3 stockholder, etc., & I really do not want to have to start over with a new 
guy. It's taken years to develop our relationship such as it is. Jacquie thinks you & I 
have a very strained relationship due to our phone conversations. Because of them 
and all the skepticism, she thinks the whole thing is not going to work and that we 
are going down the tubes. 

Thanks for that by the way. It's why I am up at 4:24AM writing this email to you on 
a Sunday morning ...... UGH!. You certainly frustrate me from time to time. 

R.E.C. LLC = a RaPower3 Electrical CO-OP to provide low scale renewable energy 
power grids to small businesses that can then erase their growing electrical 
expenses for their enterprise. We can take what is not an economic liability of their 
business and turn it into an economic asset thereby increasing their bottom line. 

What we need to do is to fin some 'venture capitalists' who would buy the idea and 
fund the program. They (and you & I) would make $Millions. Then together we 
would buy that new vacation home that is being built in Kauai and we would split 
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time over there- my family & yours. See that's the dream. It's not about energy- it's 
about Grandpa Freeborn having a place for the first ever Freeborn Family reunion & 
having so much money that "it just doesn't matter" & he buys plane tickets for 
everyone to come to the islands to get to know one another for the first time. 

It has all come together in my head for both of us. As Edward R. Murrow would say, 
"I can see it now." 

So, what time can we meet Monday morning and go over this and set the snowball in 
motion down the hill? 

STILL GOING GREEN- NOW MORE THAN EVER 
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